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Abstract
The study is dedicated to design a control architecture for a Lift+Cruise aircraft utilizing the patented ThrustPod
technology. This innovative approach integrates Fixed Wing functionalities with retractable rotors to facilitate
Vertical Take-Off and Landing. By transitioning between Multirotor and Fixed Wing modes, it enhances aerodynamic
efficiency while preserving vertical flight capabilities. Using Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion, the control
system autonomously manages each flight phase, supported by a state machine framework for mode transitioning.
Through simulations based on realistic mission scenarios in mountain areas, the system demonstrates reliable
performance across various flight regimes. The proposed integrated solution represents progress in Urban Air
Mobility, potentially offering a practical transportation option for passengers and cargo in challenging environments.

1 Introduction
In recent years, advancements in energy storage, especially in battery capacities, alongside the evolution of
Distributed Electric Propulsion (DEP), have ushered in a new era in transportation termed Urban Air Mobility
(UAM). UAM, a key component of Advanced Air Mobility (AAM), expands beyond urban areas to encompass
rural, regional, and subregional routes. DEP technology differs from conventional urban aircraft like helicopters
by replacing a single large rotor with multiple smaller propellers, offering flexibility in design and layout. While
the concept of UAM traces back to the 1980s in Europe with services like the Airlink shuttle, concerns regarding
noise, pollution, safety, and stringent low-altitude flight regulations hindered its progress for years. However,
recent interest and optimism have reinvigorated the field [2]. According to the European Union, urban populations
have more than doubled over the past four decades and are projected to reach 5 billion by 2050 [4], raising
concerns about future challenges such as traffic congestion and emissions. Innovative transportation solutions
are imperative to address these impending urban challenges. The emergence of AAM introduces electric vertical
take-off and landing (eVTOL) vehicles to utilize low-altitude airspace for transportation, potentially alleviating
traffic congestion and pollution. These eVTOLs, designed to be low-noise, low-emission, safe, and cost-effective,
offer promising alternatives [14]. Despite initial skepticism, the UAM industry is expected to experience significant
growth by 2050, albeit with ongoing challenges in technology refinement and regulatory framework development
[14]. Multicopters, leveraging DEP, represent an evolution in helicopter technology, ideal for urban environments
due to their hovering and vertical flight capabilities. Unlike traditional helicopters, DEP technology allows for
optimized designs without a large main rotorcraft. However, their flight efficiency is limited, affecting endurance,
particularly for extended operations. To address this limitation, Fixed Wing eVTOLs combine vertical flight
capabilities with fixed-wing cruising, enabling longer distances to be covered. However, flight dynamics become
more complex, especially in the thrust vectoring subcategory, where optimizing each phase of flight is challenging.
In the Lift+Cruise subcategory, where thrust and lift motors are separate, independently optimizing each phase
becomes feasible. Yet, traditional Lift+Cruise vehicles may experience reduced aerodynamic efficiency due to
additional aerodynamic drag caused by lift propellers. To overcome this challenge, an innovative solution based
on patented ThrustPod (TP) technology will be introduced in the following section.



2 ThrustPod system
The ThrustPod innovative aerial platform features a unique design that merges the VTOL capabilities of Multirotor
(MR) vehicles with the aerodynamic efficiency of fixed-wing flight. An essential aspect of this design is to maintain
minimal interdependence between the two modes of operation, allowing for independent optimization of each
state. To achieve this goal, the design eliminates the mechanical complexity associated with tilting surfaces [7].
The platform’s hovering and vertical flight capabilities are provided by six ducted vertical lift propellers, which
are exclusively used during VTOL phases. These lift propellers can be fully retracted within the fuselage during
other operational phases to prevent aerodynamic performance degradation. The storage of lift motors within the
main body is made possible by offsetting along the Z-axis the motors on one side of the longitudinal plane,
enabling overlapping when retracted. The rotor extraction and retraction mechanism employs rails, ensuring
extremely low energy consumption. The platform’s wing-tail architecture is achieved through a boxed wing
design aimed at reducing induced drag [7]. Aerodynamic control surfaces include elevators for pitch control
and ailerons for roll control. Additionally, each wing features a horizontal thrust propeller, allowing for yaw
control through differential thrust. This design choice eliminates the need for a vertical empennage. In summary,
ThrustPod presents a pioneering approach to aerial platform design, combining VTOL and fixed-wing capabilities
while prioritizing independent optimization and aerodynamic efficiency. The integration of lift propellers and the
retraction mechanism contributes to the realization of a green and autonomous aircraft for Urban Air Mobility
purposes.

Figure 1: TP Front view Figure 2: TP Isometric view

2.1 Mission overview
One of the key challenges in UAM is ensuring safe navigation within tight spaces, leading to two critical consequences:
the necessity for Multirotor mode during vertical flight phases and strict size limitations. These constraints restrict
the platform’s capacity to a maximum of five passengers throughout various phases:

1. Vertical Takeoff and Hovering: The aircraft must vertically take off and hover until reaching the speed
required for transitioning to fixed-wing mode.

2. Climb: Accelerating and ascending to an altitude of 3000 meters without pressurization.

3. Cruise: Covering the specified distance while maintaining a speed of 75 m/s.

4. Descent: Descending to the altitude for vertical landing.

5. Hovering and Vertical Landing: Transitioning back to MR mode, hovering, and achieving vertical landing.

Transitioning between MR and FW flight modes involves changing control variables. Therefore, an intermediary
transition phase is essential to smoothly adjust the aircraft’s state. Notably, lift motors are the most energy-intensive
control component, emphasizing the importance of a quick transition.

Figure 3: Mission Profile



2.1.1 State Machine and Controls

The mission profile can be segmented into three primary phases, with the platform conceptualized as a discrete
state machine for control management. Each flight phase corresponds to a specific aircraft state, with transitions
governed by predefined logic. To optimize energy usage, the system is discretized based on forward speed, aiming
to transition to FW flight early to minimize battery weight. However, transitioning at low speeds poses challenges
as aerodynamic lift alone may be insufficient for flight. To address this, a Transition or Hybrid mode (TR) is
introduced between MR and FW modes, facilitating a seamless transition from vertical takeoff to cruising by
adjusting control actions based on flight velocity [15]. The resulting state machine comprises:

1. Vertical flight phase → Multi-Rotor mode (MR) ⇐⇒ u < Vtri .

2. Transition phase → Transition mode (TR) ⇐⇒ Vtri < u < KSVst = Vtrf .

3. Fixed Wing phase → Fixed-Wing mode (FW) ⇐⇒ u > Vtrf .

Where KSVst represents the stall speed of the aircraft multiplied by a safety factor, and Vtri , Vtrf denote the
transition starting and ending velocities, respectively. In the Hybrid mode, control variables from both FW and
MR modes coexist, addressing redundancy by distributing control actions based on current velocity. The transition
function aims at ensuring smooth transitions between states by adjusting control load allocation. Boundary
conditions at transition thresholds ensure a seamless shift between aircraft operational states.

Figure 4: State machine

3 Mathematical Model
The vehicle’s behavior is characterized by both kinematic and dynamic equations governing the rotational and
transnational motion. The resulting nonlinear state space model is given as follows:
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The state is made of V B denoting the velocity vector, ωB
B/N denoting the angular velocity vector of the body

frame w.r.t. the inertial one, Φ denoting the vector of Euler angles and PN denoting the inertial position of
the vehicle. CB/N , CB/W , CN/B represent Direction Cosine Matrices between different Cartesian Coordinate
Systems. A linear aerodynamic model is employed for determining the aerodynamic actions (FW

A ,MB
A), while

Renard’s formulas are leveraged for modeling thrust actions (FB
T ,M

B
T ). Renard’s coefficients are assumed to

be constant and their value is determined from least squares fit of experimental data ([12],[9]). GB denotes the
gyroscopic effect ([10]), whilem and JB represent respectively the mass and the inertia matrix of the aircraft. The
apex indicates the Cartesian Coordinate System in which each vector is described.

The actuators employed within the simulation process belong to two categories. Position servos (i.e. aerodynamic
surfaces) are described by first order transfer functions in order to simulate the delay introduced by the actuators as
in [19]. Velocity servos, indicating the motors, are modeled through a second order system made of an electrical
circuit plus a mechanical rotating system as in [10].



4 Control Techniques
The control system design primarily relies on two nonlinear control techniques. Classical Nonlinear Dynamic
Inversion (NDI) is utilized when equations are not influenced by model uncertainties, such as kinematics. In cases
where uncertainties exist, Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI), its robust counterpart, is preferred.

4.1 Non-Linear Dynamic Inversion (NDI)
Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion has proven effective in controlling nonlinear systems while leveraging linear control
techniques. Given a control-affine system in the form of:{

ẋ = F (x) +G(x)u x ∈ Rn,u ∈ Rm

y = H(x) y ∈ Rp
(2)

Each output yi needs to be differentiated until the input u appears explicitly in the equation. Using the notion of
Lie derivative ( LfV (x) = ∂V

∂x f(x)) and applying it to each output equation, we can obtain the following:y
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u = TF (x) + TG(x)u (3)

Assuming TG is invertible and defining yrii = vi , ∀i (vi = i-th virtual input) the actual control variables ui can be
defined in terms of the virtual input vi:

u = TG(x)
−1(v − TF (x)) (4)

Since the virtual input vi will act only on the output yi the TG matrix is knows as decoupling matrix. In this work,
dynamic inversion will be used only for square systems where r = r1 + · · ·+ rp = n. This case is simpler since
there is no uncontrolled internal dynamics to be stabilized. Dynamic inversion is basically a change of coordinates
that transforms a nonlinear system into a new linear one in which all the classical linear control methodologies can
be applied. Defining µT = [y1, ··, yr1−1

1 , · · ·, yp, ··, y
rp−1
p ], the new linear system to be controlled is the following

[16],[17]: {
µ̇ = Aµ+Bv µ ∈ Rr,v ∈ Rp

ẏnew = µ
(5)

Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion offers effective control solutions for nonlinear dynamical systems. However, it has
notable limitations as it requires the system to be affine in terms of control inputs and heavily relies on the accuracy
of the mathematical model, making it sensitive to uncertainties arising from model mismatches [5].

4.2 Incremental Non-Linear Dynamic Inversion (INDI)
INDI addresses NDI’s limitations through an incremental approach. This technique reduces dependence on precise
mathematical models and enhances robustness to uncertainties and disturbances by leveraging sensor measurements,
thus shifting the complexity of real-world dynamics away from equations and onto sensors. All unmodeled
dynamics are introduced into the control law through actual state and state derivative measurements of the aircraft
[18]. This method employs time-scale separation, grounded in the concept of control effectiveness, which measures
how changes in control variables affect the system output. By extending this idea over time, it allows differentiation
between slow and fast dynamics, based on the input’s impact on the output within a small time interval [1]. In the
most general case, we can assume to be dealing with a nonlinear, non control-affine dynamical system:

ẋ = f(x,u) x ∈ Rn,u ∈ Rm (6)

Under the assumption of infinitesimal time increment, we can expand the equation about the current point in time
(x(t0),u(t0)):

ẋ ≈ ẋ0 +∇xf (x0,u0)(x− x0) +∇uf (x0,u0)(u− u0) (7)

Given the assumption of quasi-instantaneous actuators, the control effectiveness of the input vector u is significantly
greater than that of the state vector x. Intuitively, this means that a change in the control input u has a much faster
impact on the system compared to a change in the system state x itself, which translates in the following:

∇xf0∆x << ∇uf0∆u (8)



Considering full-state feedback and equating ẋ to the virtual input v the control law becomes:

u = u0 + (∇uf0)
†(v − ẋ0) (9)

The expression reveals several significant insights:

• Linearization around the current time point enables the technique’s application to non-affine systems.

• The Moore-Penrose (MP) inverse of the Control Effectiveness Matrix broadens applicability to non-square
or non-invertible systems, with potential optimization solutions for control constraints, especially in systems
with redundant actuators [8],[13],[11].

• Plant knowledge is confined to the Control Effectiveness Matrix, even adaptable online for enhanced robustness
[18],[3]. The system’s remainder is inferred from acceleration and actuator output measurements, with
model inaccuracies compensated through sensor feedback.

• Variables with subscript ’0’ must be measured or estimated. Angular accelerations, typically inaccessible
via conventional IMUs, necessitate estimation from rate measurements.

• Delay poses a primary challenge in Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion, attributed mainly to actuator
dynamics, filtering for pseudo-differentiation, and inherent sensor delays [20].

5 Control System Design
This section represents a transition from theoretical control principles to their practical application, providing
insights into the design of control systems utilizing INDI. It outlines the development of dedicated controllers for
MR, FW, and TR modes, offering a glimpse into the process without delving into mathematical details.

5.1 Inner Loop Design
The inner loop remains consistent across all three states of the aerial platform. Variations in gains will solely apply
to the MR mode. The primary objective of the inner loop is to achieve a desired attitude expressed in terms of
Euler angles, denoted as Φ = [ϕ, θ, ψ]T . It is of paramount importance that the inner loop operates at a higher
frequency than the outer loop. Indeed, in cascaded control with time scale separation, the entire inner loop should
effectively act as an actuator for the outer loop.

Figure 5: Inner Loop Control System

5.1.1 NDI for attitude kynematics

As stated earlier, for rotational kinematics classical NDI is sufficient since no model uncertainties are present [8].
Rearranging (1) it is possible to derive the following control law:

ωB
B/Ndes

= T (Φ)−1Φdes (10)

With the virtual input Φdes being provided through a linear controller.

5.1.2 INDI for rotational dynamics

Assuming gyroscopic effects are negligible, the rotational dynamics from (1) can be manipulated with the INDI
approach to yield:

∆u = JB(v − ω̇B
B/N0

) (11)

Where the virtual input v, like for NDI, can be designed using any linear control techniques.



5.2 Outer Loop Design
The outer loop control system plays a key role in tracking a specified trajectory based on inertial position. It
receives velocity directives from a guidance algorithm and then issues desired attitude instructions to the inner
loop, along with desired forces to an allocation algorithm. Unlike MR mode, where sustained flight relies on the
orientation of the vertical thrust vector for translational motion, FW and TR modes share a similar control structure
tailored for their respective flight characteristics.

5.2.1 MR mode

The outer loop adopts a similar approach to designing the controller as the inner loop, focusing on the translational
dynamics within the INDI framework. Given the time scale difference between the loops, the attitude is treated as
a control input operating alongside the motors’ time scale. Thus, the controller output includes both the desired
attitude for the inner loop and the desired thrust along the ZB axis for feeding into an allocation algorithm.

5.2.2 FW/TR mode

The outer loop during FW/TR mode adopts a distinct approach compared to the MR phase, aiming to maintain a
zero Angle of Sideslip (β) to optimize flight efficiency and mitigate the Dutch Roll phenomenon. To accomplish
this objective, a sideslip controller is implemented, as described in [6]. Moreover, in fixed-wing flight, turning
primarily relies on the roll angle (ϕ). Consequently, the azimuth angle χref derived from the outer loop is converted
into a reference roll angle (ϕref ) using a linear controller. Similarly, a PID controller is utilized to determine the
reference pitch based on the flightpath angle. The differentiation between TR and FW modes lies in the application
of INDI. In FW mode, translation is regulated solely through Tx, allowing robust inversion to be applied to the
single dynamical equation along XB . Conversely, TR mode utilizes both Tx and Tz , necessitating simultaneous
inversion of the entire longitudinal dynamics.

6 Simulations
The simulation endeavors to present the outcomes of a comprehensive mission that encompasses transitions across
different states. Although not explicitly detailed in the work, each controller has undergone rigorous individual
validation. The critical focus now lies in assessing the controllers’ capability to smoothly transition between
control variables and states during real-world operations. In the context described, ”forward transition” refers to
the acceleration phase and comprises two distinct state changes: MR → TR and TR → FW.

6.1 MR → TR
During the MR to TR transition, aerodynamic surfaces and thrust motors are activated. This causes the vehicle to
tilt backward as forward propulsion shifts to thrust motors while vertical traction counteracts gravity.

Figure 6: MR to TR

A state machine approach dictates an on-off behavior for FW control variables, resulting in a rapid change in
pitch reference. To mitigate this, a limiter on the reference pitch rate is implemented. The transition leads to a
slight increase in altitude due to the upward pitching motion, aligning the vertical thrust with the local vertical and
causing a temporary surge in upward force.

6.2 TR → FW
The following transition involves gradually deactivating the lift motors using an exponential decay function, chosen
for its smoother and more controlled effect compared to a binary on-off mechanism. As the upward force decreases,



Figure 7: Φ for switch n.1 Figure 8: h and V vs t for switch n.1

there may be a corresponding decrease in altitude. To offset this, the vehicle is anticipated to adjust its Angle of
Attack (AoA) to generate additional aerodynamic lift.

Figure 9: TR to FW

Figure 10: Φ for switch n.1 Figure 11: h and V vs t for switch n.1

Similar logic can be extended to the backward transition process.

6.3 Simulation of mission in mountainous terrains
In this section, we delve into the practical application of TP technology, highlighting its potential to address
challenges encountered by mountain communities. Collaborating with UNCEM (the National Union of Mountain
Communities), Politecnico envisions leveraging this technology to overcome issues in remote areas by proposing
the deployment of STOL (Short Takeoff and Landing) vehicles. Unlike traditional cable car systems, which can
be costly and susceptible to weather disruptions, STOL vehicles offer a promising alternative. They require
minimal infrastructure and can utilize available spaces as makeshift runways, potentially reducing costs and



enhancing adaptability. Furthermore, the ample space in mountainous regions allows for the repurposing of
suitable airstrips or landing zones for STOL vehicles, offering greater flexibility during adverse weather conditions
and improving transportation reliability. This approach represents a cost-effective and weather-resilient solution,
leveraging existing open spaces to enhance accessibility and transportation options for both goods and people
in remote mountainous regions. The simulation focuses on a selected route connecting two Italian mountain
towns, Balme and Ceres, with different altitudes, encompassing various mission phases despite the relatively short
ground distance between them. The route was planned by marking specific waypoints along the river’s path. Wind
disturbances in the simulation were generated based on the prevailing wind conditions in the two cities ([21],[22]),
helping to simulate realistic wind scenarios for the given areas.

Figure 12: Ceres-Balme route

Below the 3D and ground track trajectories of the aircraft are compared with the reference ones.

Figure 13: 3D Trajectory Figure 14: Ground Track

However, to actually see the effect of wind disturbances on such a long period of time, it is necessary to plot
also the inertial position error for each axis of the linear motion.



Figure 15: Wind Disturbances in Body Components Figure 16: Position Error vs Inertial Wind Disturbances

In summary, the aircraft effectively completes the mission, overcoming sudden wind disturbances and maneuvering
through challenging turns along the riverbed. It’s crucial to emphasize that the main goal was to validate the
vehicle’s capability to navigate demanding routes, rather than to optimize the trajectory. Therefore, the aircraft’s
performance indicates its readiness to handle smoother and more efficient trajectories in upcoming missions.

Figure 17: View 1 of simulated trajectory imprinted on
satellite images

Figure 18: View 2 of simulated trajectory imprinted on
satellite images

7 Conclusions
The current study provides a promising framework for future advancements in Urban Air Mobility by demonstrating
the effectiveness of Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion and state machine frameworks in managing flight
mode transitions. Moving forward, optimizing control allocation algorithms could further enhance the transition
process, ensuring smoother and more efficient operations. By integrating optimal control allocation techniques, the
system could dynamically distribute control inputs to maximize performance during critical phases like transitioning
between Multirotor and Fixed Wing modes. This approach holds potential for improving the reliability and agility
of UAM vehicles, contributing to the evolution of urban aerial transportation.
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